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ÿþA new canvas pack just landed nike flyknit on the Nike Air Max and featured from the set is the runner
in an Elemental Gold/Mineral Yellow color scheme. A tan canvas material basically covers the upper
while black leather accents is seen along the collar section. Contrasting yellow accents are applied
throughout for a nice touch while a highlight is the classic Air Max 93 rubber logo seen on the heels. A
black midsole and tricolor outsole completes the design altogether.Look for this colorway of the Nike Air
Max Premium at select Nike stores and online today. Always keep it locked to KicksOnFire for the latest
in sneaker news and release dates.  

The Nike Air Max Plus keeps it coming with colorways to celebrate its 20th anniversary, and the next
rendition will be a classic one in volt glow. The runner s mesh upper with signature synthetic webbing
across its basically covered in black, while neon volt accents are used for the branding throughout and
inside the Air Max cushioning. Other details include 3M Reflective hits on the nike slides tongue and a
black rubber outsole to complete the design altogether. Retailing for $50, look for the Nike Air Max Plus
Volt Glow at select select Nike stores and online on February 8th. Always keep it locked to KicksOnFire
for the latest in sneaker news and release dates.  

The Nike Air Max 97 Metallic Red Bronze is the latest of nike air force 1 many more colorways of the
silhouette on the way, and it s officially introduced. The classic runner� s leather mudguard is covered in
the metallic bronze hue while the synthetic and mesh upper displaying the signature wavy design is
colored in a desert dust hue. A white midsole, mini swooshes and black rubber outsole finally completes
the design altogether.Look for this Nike Air Max 97 Metallic Red Bronze at select Nike stores overseas
and online on January 3th for a price of $60. A stateside release is coming soon. Always keep it locked
to KicksOnFire for the latest in sneaker news and release dates.  

It is now being reported that the new Skepta x Nike Air Max collaboration will nike shoes women be
centered around the upcoming Nike Air Max 97/BW hybrid model. The new Air Max hybrid model is set
to make its debut this year as a pack. The silhouette combines elements of the Air Max 97 and blends
them with the Air Max BW.The Skepta x Nike Air Max 97/BW has not leaked on the internet yet, but the
shoe is said to come dressed in a Summit White and Hyper Cobalt color scheme. Are you happy to hear
that this next Skepta collab will be centered around a hybrid model or would you have preferred the
collab to be on an actual Air Max model from the Nike archives? Look for the Skepta x Nike Air Max
97/BW to release sometime this Summer.  

Stay tuned as more info beings to surface.Above you will get another look at the upcoming Nike Kyrie 4
City Guardians from the Nike Basketball City Guardians Collection. This colorway of the Kyrie 4 pays
homage to Kyrie Irving� s new home in Boston.The Nike Kyrie 4 City Guardians comes dressed in a
Silver, Metallic Gold, Light Gum Brown and Gold color scheme. It comes with a Matte Silver upper offset
by the woodgrain print on the quarter heel, the Metallic Gold accents on the branding, and of course the
Celtics Green covers that takes care of the outsole. Want a pair? Look for the Nike Kyrie 4 City
Guardians to make its debut on February st for $20.  

Releasing alongside the Air Jordan Retro High Equality is the Nike Air Force CMFT Equality you see
above. nike women shoes Sharing the same motif as the Jays, this version of the Air Force Low comes
in a Black leather upper offset by the � EQUALITY� in White printed on the heels. The simple design of
the shoe comes with subtle features such as the historical dates in Metallic Gold on the inner tongues,
translucent outsole, and to help in the comfort department, Nike� s signature CMFT insoles.Both the
Jordan and Air Force  are a part of Nike� s campaign to encourage people to take the fairness and
respect https://www.motiontempstock.com/images/shoes/nike women shoes-386fex.jpg they see in sport
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and translate them off the field.
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